
What does it take to simplify healthcare application deployment? 

It takes IQware Medication Therapy Management and Health Information Exchange 

software, together with HP mission-critical Converged Infrastructure.

Let’s see how
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Before we begin, let’s review the topics we’ll talk about during this presentation: 

•Today’s business challenges

•Understanding the HP and IQware solution

•Exploring the components in our solution

•Wrapping up our discussions

•Reviewing what you can do next to deploy a flexible, secure, rule-based 

solution that speeds the time to value
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Many healthcare organizations use traditional software applications that are 

inflexible, non-interoperable, expensive, and hackable—but the cost and 

complexity of implementing secure and efficient systems has been 

insurmountable. 

Until now. 

Today, HP and IQware offer a new development method that results in highly 

flexible, totally interoperable, cost-efficient, and highly secure “applications,” 

which are actually a set of rules. 
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Using rules, instead of programming, HP and IQware solutions enable healthcare 

organizations to rapidly create new and/or enhance existing healthcare 

applications that deliver the right data to the right people at the right time. IQware 

Medication Therapy Management and Health Information Exchange products are 

based on IQware’s unique patented rules-based architecture and revolutionary 

development method—providing unprecedented flexibility and security when 

running on HP OpenVMS. These applications can be updated to meet new business 

requirements as they emerge—without writing a single line of code.

Offering a paradigm switch from traditional software and development practices, 

the HP and IQware solution enables healthcare organizations to: 

• Change applications on the fly – eliminating the time-consuming software 

development cycle (such as programming and coding)

• Increase information management security – using HP OpenVMS—the highly 

secure operating system that when deployed properly, has never been hacked

• Offering the user organization permission based on access control at the object 

layer, enforced by cryptography

• Simplify development and deployment – working with any data source and run 

on any equipment, from a green screen to an iPad
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When you choose IQware Health Care Information System (HCIS) software running 

on HP mission-critical Infrastructure, you receive an advanced solution that 

enables:

• Total information access – From any source across the value chain, including 

hospitals, physicians, pharmacies, and patients; persistently protected 

regardless of the network topography

• Removal of information silos – Streamlining hospital mergers and acquisitions. 

• Reversal of the 70/30 maintenance/innovation ratio – Helping you apply more 

budget to growing the business.

• The ability to handle an audit with confidence – Many solutions claim to be HIPAA 

compliant, but they can’t produce a true audit trail; the HP and IQware solution 

can audit every single mouse movement, making it truly HIPAA compliant.  

• The end of repetitive code development cycles – Using rule sets, you can develop 

functionality that has a virtually endless shelf life and is not dependent on any 

operating system or version; you can adjust rules to modify functionality—

without having to shut down the system or reboot. 

• Better security – HP OpenVMS systems provides security features and 

mechanisms that enable enormous volumes of patient information to be shared 

between healthcare providers, with more security than on any other platform.

• Mission-critical service – HP mission-critical Converged Infrastructure offers 

world-class data center expertise; leading data center modernization services; 
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enterprise-class reliability, availability, and scalability; demonstrable return on 

investment, or ROI, and total cost of ownership (TCO)  benefits; and a highly 

resilient infrastructure to support all your IT needs.
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Now let’s take a few minutes to explore the benefits of this HP and IQware solution: 

• Significantly increase information security. The HP and IQware solution is built 

from the ground up to offer true information security. Unlike traditional 

software, IQware is desktop-virus-immune and does not require anything 

additional to be secure. It is built on HP OpenVMS—the most secure operating 

system available today. In fact, OpenVMS claims the fewest Computer 

Emergency Response Team (CERT) advisories of any general-purpose OS, and it 

has never, to our knowledge, been hacked or burdened by a virus. Taking 

security one level further, IQware software is deployed on secure servers in the 

data center, and delivered to end-users via thin clients.

• Ability to rapidly respond to changing business requirements. A rule-based 

solution controls all capabilities and functions using rules, not code. All decisions 

are made at run-time, not compile time. So when you change a rule, you change 

what the HP and IQware solution does—right away, with no programming 

required. This unique IQware-patented capability delivers unprecedented 

flexibility, agility, and ability to change on the fly. 

• Reduce application development expenses. Using our rule-based approach, a 

pharmacy application was created, tested, and deployed in about 11 months for 

about $1M. Competing applications required more time and $5M to create the 

first version alone. 
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Additional benefits include: 

• Ability to keep up with regulatory changes. Rather than force you to reprogram 

applications to comply with new regulatory requirements, the HP and IQware 

solution enables you to modify functionality, reporting, and workflow on the fly. 

No coding. No waiting. No high costs. 

• Flexibility to meet the needs of many types of users. By combining both 

development and deployment capabilities on one advanced platform, the 

HP/IQware solution can appear as many different systems to many different 

workers. This is a huge advantage for system integrators because there is no 

need to reinvent the wheel for each new project. Simply modify the rule set and 

the HP/IQware solution will “morph” into the data handling system required for 

each new project/customer.

• Protection of legacy investments. Our solution can acquire data from any 

source—making it the ideal choice for deployment across existing and disparate 

IT systems. Our solution also extends rather than competes with the 

functionality of traditional Enterprise Resource Planning systems.

• Ability to see across organizational boundaries. Our solution was originally 

developed for pharmacists, enabling them to analyze all medications that a 

patient has taken or is taking, see how those meds interact, and then 

recommend what to do next. The next step was to enable doctors to better 

understand each patient by seeing who is doing what, where, when, and why. We 
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further extended the solution to include not only pharmacists and doctors, but 

also patients, Medicare, and Medicaid. The result is better patient and medication 

management, as well as reduced associated costs. 
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Next, let’s spend a few minutes diving deeper into the software side of the house –

the IQware Health Care Information System (HCIS).

Optimized for HP OpenVMS and the HP mission-critical Converged Infrastructure, 

the IQware HCIS—including Medication Therapy Management and Health 

Information Exchange—is designed to work cooperatively with your existing health 

care IT systems. This advanced software platform prevents the culture shock that 

often accompanies the typical “IT improvement” in the health care industry. Using a 

patented configuration process (US #7,322,028; others pending), all IQware 

operations are controlled at run-time by “rules”: 

• The single IQware application, combined with rules, acts like the desired 

software application.

• Rules execute at run-time and can be changed while the application is running.

• The rules are configured graphically by a special application.

• No programming or programming knowledge is required to set up and configure 

an application with IQware; no new source code is generated; no new physical, 

executable application is deployed.

• Persistent data protection is maintained throughout the data life cycle, 

regardless of program changes.

You can use IQware HCIS to handle all your common activities—including 

admissions, electronic medical records (EMRs), pharmacy operations, auditing, and 
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compliance verification—as well as performs interactive data acquisition, analysis, 

reporting, auditing, presentation and archiving. 
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One of the primary components on the IQware HCIS is IQware Medication Therapy 

Management, or MTM. 

IQware MTM's essential clinical tools, such as drug interaction analysis, allergy 

detection, disease state analysis management, and drug utilization review make it 

easy for pharmacists to offer MTM services as required for pharmacist 

reimbursement under Medicare Part D. Using IQware MTM's data-mining 

capabilities, pharmacists can quickly identify and begin serving eligible patients 

who would benefit from medication therapy management services.

Using only medically-approved databases, IQware MTM is HIPAA compliant. It can 

track specific transactions as required for security while remaining in compliance 

with governmental regulations.

By employing valuable time-saving, scheduling, communication, and billing 

features, IQware MTM enables pharmacists to do what they do best: care for their 

patients.

IQware MTM means:

• Additional revenue opportunities for health care providers. POS (Point-of-
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Sale) pharmaceutical advertising with tracking and accurate feedback at kiosks or 

information booths provides added revenue opportunities for pharmacies.

• Customizable. When regulations or pharmacy requirements change, IQware's 

MTM system can quickly adapt. Instead of re-designing, re-programming, or 

developing a new system, which can be both costly and time-consuming, the 

patented (US #7,322,028) IQware MTM system quickly changes how it operates by 

simply altering the rules - no programming required. 

• Interoperable, able to seamlessly integrate with your data and your current 

fulfillment system. You don't have to spend money re-training your staff to learn 

a new system. IQware MTM uses thin client (Xlib) architecture which ensures 

compatibility with and adaptability to new and emerging hand-held & desktop 

technologies.

• Easy to deploy and operate. IQware operates on your current software and 

hardware system - upgrades, patches, or hot fixes are not necessary. Your 

patients can start benefiting from MTM services right away.

• Rule-based. The software's appearance and functionality are 100% controlled by 

operating rules that can be changed on-the-fly, while the system is running.

• Secure. IQware MTM solves the ENTIRE security problem by monitoring and 

controlling all access of subjects to objects.

And IQware MTM supports all Star Rating-related recommendations from CMS.
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Another primary component is the IQware Health Information Exchange.

With Health Care Reform and the HITECH Act, there will be an unprecedented 

expansion of electronic medical records and portability of personal health 

information. The IQware architecture is recognized as the “glue” for developing 

Health Information Exchanges. IQware Health Information Exchange is both a 

Master Data Management (MDM) application and a rule-based development tool to 

create new and/or enhance existing healthcare applications that deliver the right 

data to the right place at the right time. IQware provides the function of an MDM 

system in that it harvests and displays data anyway you choose in a secure 

environment. IQware's patented software (US patent #7,322,028) is a rule-based 

Business Intelligence (BI) and MDM system that morphs into the solution you need -

without writing new code.
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Now that you’re familiar with the IQware application side of the house, let’s talk a bit about 

the HP OpenVMS operating system and how it works with HP Integrity servers – powered 

by Intel Itanium processors.

OpenVMS has a long and strong pedigree in support of those industries that have the most 

demanding IT infrastructures.

Where the highest levels of security, availability, disaster tolerance, reliability or 

scalability (or any combination, thereof) are required, that is where you will find OpenVMS.

While most enterprise-class IT environments measure uptime in days or weeks, or even 

months, OpenVMS environments regularly characterize uptime in terms of years.

Out of five major telecom billing solutions, three are available on OpenVMS
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•While most enterprise-class IT environments measure uptime in terms of days, weeks, or 

even months, OpenVMS customers have recorded =uptime in terms of years or even 

decades.

•OpenVMS has pioneering and industry-leading clustering, enabling continuous sharing 

and balancing of an application and its workload among all nodes in a cluster, resulting in 

up to 100 percent application uptime.

•OpenVMS can scale out or scale up depending on workload demands. 

•Offering multi-level security, OpenVMS provides different layers of security with each 

layer requiring its own credentials to gain certain privileges

•When the nodes are using shared disks, system software, management utilities, patches, 

and commands are implemented only once at a node and take effect across the entire 

system
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Matrix operating environment (new name for ID-VSE, OpenVMS supports the 
relevant portions) is different than Blade system Matrix (Template drive 
deployment tool).  
For Storage arrays we have support for MSA, EVA and XP. Plans for 3 Par. 
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Experience the true flexibility to scale-up, out and within server without sacrificing 

the performance.
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Another key feature being offered with the new Integrity server blades are the support of 

Virtual Connect Flex-10. 

With Virtual-Connect Flex-10 support, network scalability and configuration flexibility is 

increased - up to 20x increase in networking bandwidth, and 4x more connections while 

saving up to 20% power savings per core. 

With built-in Flex-10 VC module + VC 3.0 FW, BL890c i2 supports up 64 FlexNICs.

Even more, by adding Flex-10 capable mezzanine cards, maximum of 128 FlexNICs are 

supported. 

Virtual Connect Flex-10 enables workload mobility for ANY mission-critical application and 

you can wire once and change data center connects on the fly.
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We reviewed these solution benefits earlier in the presentation, but I thought 

talking about them again would be a great way to end our discussion today. 

So remember: When you choose IQware Health Care Information System (HCIS) 

software running on HP mission-critical Infrastructure, you receive an advanced 

solution that:
• Significantly increases information security

• Rapidly responds to changing business requirements

• Reduces application development expenses

• Keeps up with regulatory changes

• Offers the flexibility to meet the needs of many types of users

• Protects your legacy IT investments

• Enables you to see across organizational boundaries
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That’s all the time we have for today, but your next steps are to:

• Work with your HP and IQware representatives to complete a technical 

evaluation of your IT environment

• Schedule an architecture design session

• Work with HP and IQware to adopt a new, more cost-effective approach to 

resolving your healthcare application development challenges

• Discover how IQware HCIS software, together with HP mission-critical 

Infrastructure, can simplify your healthcare application deployment. 

• For more information, please visit:

www.iqwaresolutions.com

www.hp.com/go/OpenVMS

www.intel.com/products/processors/index.htm
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